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In this edition, learn about EU Exit changes to NHS Jobs, hear about The
Christie's experience using the new service, get in touch with our Stakeholder
Engagement team and find out how to get involved with user research.

Did you know?
In February there were...

...on NHS Jobs
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The Christie's experience using the all-new NHS Jobs
Last month, we told you about the private beta project we completed with NHS
Trusts who use NHS Jobs alongside third party Applicant Tracking Systems
(ATS). The pilot has been successful with the Trusts involved now posting all of
their adverts on the new NHS Jobs service.
One of the Trusts involved in the project was The Christie NHS Foundation
Trust, the largest single-site cancer centre in Europe, treating more than 60,000
patients per year. The Christie were able to test out the new and improved
vacancy creation functionalities for their recruitment.
Nathan Jones, Systems Manager at The Christie, commented: "I was really
pleased with the NHS Jobs team and felt supported. They were very
approachable, friendly and enthusiastic as well as always being contactable if I
had any queries."
Nathan explained that the team had a high number of vacancies to upload and
they were impressed with how quickly they were able to do so using the new
service. Jessica Mehrabadi, Systems and Resourcing Team Leader at The
Christie, also commented on how she liked the ability to view an ‘Overview’ of
the vacancy in the new system and how it made it much quicker and easier to
edit a vacancy.
You can find out more about The Christie's experience using the all-new NHS
Jobs service by reading their case study here.

European Exit changes on NHS Jobs
Back in December, we updated you on some of the changes we would be
making to NHS Jobs as part of our work around the Withdrawal Agreement
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between the EU and the UK.
On 14 January 2021, we removed the option for recruiters to advertise their
vacancies on the European Job Mobility Portal (EURES) and on 4 March 2021,
we amended the wording on the NHS Jobs candidate site, so that applicants
from outside the EU and EEA are clear about any new recruitment conditions.
You can find out more about the UK departure from the EU on NHS Employers'
website here.

Over 5,600 NHS organisations now onboarded to the
new NHS Jobs service
The Optimisation team have been continuing to work flexibly with organisations,
supporting them with their transition to the new NHS Jobs service despite
COVID-19 related challenges in recent months.
To date, there are 5,608 organisations now using the new NHS Jobs service,
together publishing 42,031 job adverts.
You can find out more information in our most recent ‘NHS Jobs is
Changing’ video, which provides details on the new NHS Jobs service and
onboarding information for larger NHS Trusts and CCGs.
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Stakeholder Engagement team update
The Stakeholder Engagement team have been busy talking to as many NHS
organisations as possible, making sure they’re up-to-date with the latest
developments and roll out of the new NHS Jobs service.
Over the last month, the Stakeholder Engagement team held eight fantastic
online engagement events with colleagues from the North East and Yorkshire,
North West, Midlands, London, East of England, South East and South West.
These events were attended by over 70 NHS organisations in total and they
each heard about how the new NHS Jobs Service is progressing.
To register your interest for future events or to discuss anything else relating to
the new NHS Jobs service, you can contact the Stakeholder Engagement Lead
for your region.

Calling all NHS Trusts!
Are you a HR or recruiting manager at an NHS Trust? We need your help in
shaping the new NHS Jobs service.
We're looking for users of NHS Jobs to take part in usability tests, meaning
you'll be amongst the first to get a sneak peek at the new NHS Jobs interface
and tell us what you think about everything from the design to ease of use.
If you'd like to get involved, email us at nhsbsa.nhsjobs@nhsbsa.nhs.uk
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Talk to us
Click the button above to get in touch and tell us about your experience using
NHS Jobs.

Thanks for reading
Do you know someone who would like to subscribe to this newsletter?
They can join our mailing list here.
Don't forget to follow us on Twitter - search for @NHS_Jobs
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